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On August 20,  1993  the Hartford Police Union (Union) filed with the Connecticut
State Board of Labor  Relations (the Labor Board) an amended complaint alleging that the
City of Hartford (the City) had engaged and was engaging in prohibited practices within the ’
meaning of Section 7-470  of the Municipal Employee Relations Act (the Act). Also, on
August 20, 1993, the Union filed a request for Interim Relief pursuant to #7-471(4)(E)  of the
Act and $7-471-36  of the Regulations of Connecticut State Agencies. Specifically, the
Union, in the amended complaint, alleges that the City by its unilateral implementation and
operation of a Civilian Review Board violates the Act in that:

(a) Said action was taken without negotiations with the Union;



(b)  Police officers are directed to appear before the Roard, thus
changing the hours, wages and other conditions of employment
of the members so ordered;

(c) ‘The inquiry and investigation into disciplinary matters arc
open to the public;

(d) kl-SOMd  and similar files, the disclosure of which would
constitute an invasion of personal property,  have been threatened
by the Roard to be made available to members of the public
without the right of objection by members of the ba@ning
unit;

(e) The Chief of Police has been dire&d to account to the
Board in regard to the discipline which he does or does not
impose  in the face of the findings of the Roard;

(f)  The  Board intends to hire an investigator outside of the
bargaining unit represnted  by the Union to perform
investigative and other functions heretofore performed
exclusively by members of the bargaining unit;

(g) The City has ignored and abrogated the Collective
Bar@nng Agreement by removing the Chief of Police the
exclusive authority for conducting investigations into complaints
as provided in Appendix A, Paragraph 2 of the Collective
Rargaining  Agreement;

(h)  The unilateral implementation of the foregoing and refusal
to bargain with The Union has undermined the authority of The
Union as the exclusive bargaining agent of its members;

(i) The  Union is not permitted to speak for or effectively
represent its members at Civilian Review Roard hearings;

(j)  Members of the Collective Bargaining Unit are deprived of a
fair hearing as a result of the bias of Roard members and lack of
due process at Civilian Review Roard hearings such as the right
to object to improper evidence or proceedings,  the right to
croao-examine witnm, etc..

(k) The Civilian Review Roard members ignore and disregard
members’ rights under the Collective Rargaining Agreement.
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AtIer  the requisite p&mimuy steps had been taken, the case was brought before the
Labor Board  for a hearing concerning the request for Interim Relief on September 14,1993
and September 17,1993.  Both parties e,  were allowed to examine and cross-examine
witnesses, and made argument. Based upon the record before us, we enter an order
dismissing the Union’s Request for Interim Relief.

corm.  Gen.  stat. ~7-471(5)@)  states:

If, by the thirtieth day following the date on which a complaint
citing a violation of section 7-470  was made to the board, said
board has not determined whether a prohibited practice has been
or isi being committed and if the violation is of an ongoing-
nature, said board may issue and cause to be served on the party
committing the act or practice cited in such complaint an order
re@ring such party to cease and desist from such act or
practice until said board has made its determination.

In the present case, by the thirtieth day following the Union’s Complaint, the Board
had not determined whether a prohibited practice had been or was being committed and the
Union had made a request for Interim Relief. The alleged violation is of an ongoing nature.

Section 7-&71-36(g)  of the Board’s regulations sets forth the standards to be applied in
de&mining  whether to issue an Interim Order. That Section states:

(g) In de&mining whether to issue an interim order the board
shall  consider

(1) the harm to the complainant if an interim order is not
issued; including whether irmpamble  injury, loss, or damage
will result,

(2) the harm to the respondent if an interim order is issued,

(3) the probability of success on the merits by the complainant,
and

(4) the interests of the public.
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The Union’:s  Complaint has munerous counts, all of which revolve around the creation
and operation of a Civilian Review Board. The Union contends that the continued operation
of this body u&rnkes  the Union’s ability to fairly represent  its members, and that there
exists a serious detrimental impact upon the Union because of the bargaining  unit members
perception that the Union cannot effectively represent them.

The record reveals, with respect to the practice prior to institution of the new Civilian
Review Board, that in the fall of 1982 the City established an Investigative Review Board.
The purpose of this Board was to investigate complaints against police officers and to make
recommendations frD  the Chief regarding discipline. It was comprised of three (3) police
officers (non-bargaining unit), three (3) members of the Human Relations Commission, and
one (1) member of the City administration designated  by the City Manager. These meetings
were presumably opened to the public, but the Board had the option to meet in executive
session, which occur& routinely. Once the IRB made a determktion,  it would forward a
recommendation to the Police Chief. A police  officer, disciplined as a result of this
procedure, would be able to file a grievance and pursue his grievance to arbitration.
Members of the bargaining unit were never compelled to attend hearings of this body.

Sometime in January, 1993 the City replaced the Investigative Review Board with a
Civilian Police Review Board (CRB). Its purpose is the same as its predecessor i.e., to
investigate civilian complaints of police officers and to make recommendations concerning
discipline to the Police Chief. The composition of this Board is different from  its
predecessor  in that five (5) members are city residents appointed by the City Manager and
two (2) are senior police officers appointed by the Chief. The Civilian Review Board also
has the authority to compel bargaining unit members to attend meetings,  although they have
no power to compel testimony. These meetings  are also open to the public. The CRB is
different  from its plredecessor  in another respect in that the Chief of Police must inform the
CRB of his reasons for not following the CRB’s recommendations.

Typically, whenever a complaint is filed by a member of the public against an officer,
the Police Chief directs the Internal Affairs Division to conduct an investigation. The result
of that investigation is known as the IAD file. In the past, under the Investigative Review
Board procedures, an individual officer who was subject to a complaint could veto disclosure
of the IAD file, if he chose to do so.

The ordinance establishing the Civilian Review Board grants members complete
access to “all files, reports, and responses” and that “&]ersons  filing  a complaint may have , _
access to the meetings or to file makrial  only to the extent that there  is no violation of the
Freedom of Information laws prohibiting such access, specifically COM.  Gen. Stat. (sl-
19(b)“.

To date, there  have been six or seven meetings of the Civilian Review Board. At one
of the hearings, both the Union’s Counsel and its President were ejected.
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Based on the relevant information as discussed above, we now turn to each factual
allegation raised by the Union to de&mine if any of the allegations warrant an order of
Inkrim Relief and noting that our comments are not final  concl~ons  as to the facts or the
law in the case in chief. We note also that our consideration of these issues is based upon a
limited fhctual  record, and we did not have the benefit of comprehensive briefs by the parties
on a variety of legal issues.

(a) Said action was taken without negotiations with the Union;

This allegation appears to be an all-e!ncompassing  allegation. Based upon the record
before us, we do not believe that the Union has met its burden of proof that it would
probably succeed aa the merits or that it has suffered hrepamble  harm. To the extent that
this allegation incorporates the remaining counts of the complaint, we treat them in more
detail below.

(b) Police officers are directed to appear before the Boar& thus
changing the hours, wages and other conditions of employment
of the members so ordered;

It is undisputed that police officers are now dire&d to appear before the Board,
which is clearly a change in the practice, and that this change may affect an officer’s hours
of employment. However, we do not believe that the Union has met its burden that
bargaining unit members were irreparably harmed. The evidence reveals that bargaining unit
members are in fact being paid for their attendance and we believe that any monetary harm
that may be established at a hearing on the merits can be adequately remedied by a back-pay
award. Although we can imagine other impacts from the requirement to have an officer
attend such a hearing i.e., harm to reputation, and humiliation, the Union did not present any
testimony of actual harm to Union members and based upon the limited record before us, we
decline to issue an interim order.

(c) ‘The inquiry and investigation into disciplinary matters are
open to the public;

Although the procedures outlining the predecessor Investigative Review Board
provided that these meetings were to be public, they also provided that “the public shall be
excluded upon an affirmative vote of two-thirds of the members of such body present
voting”. In addition, the City’s witness testified that the meetings of the Investigative

’Review Eoard  were always in executive session. Thus, it seems clear that the requirement to
have similar CRB meetings in public constitutes a change in practice. We are not persuaded,
on the basis of the present record, however, that this change is so substantial as to require
bargaining, and we: expressly  reserve making such a ruling until after a full hearing.
Moreover, we believe that cvcn if we were persuaded that this change affects a condition of
employment which is a mandatory subject of bargaining requiring negotiations, we are
cprrently  unconvinced that such a change irreparably  harms the Union.



(d) Personnel and similar files, the disclosure of which would
constitute an invasion of personal praperty,  have been threatened
by the Board to be made available to members of the public
without the right of objection by members of the bargaining
unit;

There is no dispute that there has been a past practice of allowing individual police
offim the right to veto disclosure of an IAD Pile when requested by a complaining party
and that this practice has been changed. Under the new Civilian Review Board Procedures,
a complaining party now has access to IAD investigatory files  subject to a review by the
corporation counsel’s office and in accordance with the Freedom of Information Act. I n
regard to the Union’s akgation that other perso~d  and similar files have been threatened
by the Civilian Review Board to be made available to the general public, there is no evidence
in the record to supprt  it. However, even if there were such evidence, we do not believe
that the Union would be able to succeed on the merits. We base this conclusion upon
Har(fod  v. lbdi~rn  of It@bmatbn  Commission,  201 Conn. 421,434;435 (1986). In that
case, the City refused to disclose certain internal affairs records requested by an individual
who had been arr&ed by a City police officer. There, the State Supreme Court upheld the
Trial Court’s decision to require disclosure holding that the City failed to make a showing
that the disclosure of the records would constitute an invasion of personal privacy. The
Court stated that the Plaintiffs did not attempt to describe the contents of the records in
question, but merely argued that since the records related to investigations that might lead to
discipline, suspensi.on,  or termination, they were exempt from disclosure. Thus, it appears
that the disclosure of internal affair files are not per se exempted from disclosure under the
Freedom of Information Act as the Union alleges, rather these files require a case-by-case
analysis by the City as to whether such disclosure constitutes an invasion of personal privacy.
In addition, subsequent to C%y  of Har(ford,  supm, the legislature passed Public Act 87-284

I Public Act 87-285 added slhection (b) and (c) to laoa and fed8  a8  followE:

(b)  wlimmmLaPuBLlcAQENcYlu3c~ABBQUBSImlNsFBcroacoFY llEcoRmcoNT~
INANyoFIIsBMHx)‘yBBs’pBBsoNNBLoaMgDIcALpILBsANDSQdILApmLBsANDTHB~~YN~Y
BBLIWES  THAT THB  DlSCIJXURE OF SUCH RE!oRDS WOUIJJ  LBOALLY  CONSRIUTE  AN lNVASmN  OF FBlVACY,  THE
AaBNCYSHALLIMAdBD1[ATBtYNOTIPYMWIUlWaBACIIBMHXlYBBCONCHLUYBD, PRoVlDBDSUCHNUI’iCESHALLNoT
BERBQuwBDTOBElNW&UllNQWiiERElMFltACXICALDUBTOTHELARQE -0FBMHxlyBBsCQNCBRNED.
N- liFXBlN  SHALLRBQUlBE  AN AQBNCY  TO WRliHOLD FROM DISCIJXURBTHB tX3NTENTS OFPBRSoNNBLoR
MBDlCALFlLBSANDSMlLABFlLESWHEN~DOESNoTBEASQNABLY BELlEVE  THAT SUCH D-URE  WOULD
LEQALLY  CONSTD’UTE AN lNVASlON  OF PERSoNAL  PRIVACY.

(c) APUBLK:AOBNCYWHICHHAS~O~~NOTICBUNDBRSUBSBCTKlN(b)OF~SSBCTNlNSHALL
DISCX%SETHBRBCQRD SBEQUESTEDUNLESS~ BECElWSAWlUITENOBJECTlONFBOMTliE-YBBCONCEUNED
WIl’lUN KMJRBUSINEM  DAYS FRoM THE ~BYTHBBMpLoyBBOFTHBNoTIcB~IFTHBBB1NOBvIDBNcBOF
RECBIiTOFWiUITBN NOTICB,  NOT  LATEU  THAN SEWN BUSINBSS  DAYS FRoM THE  DATE THE NOTICB  IS ACXJALLY
MAlLBD,SENT,FOSTEDOB-WlSEQMlN.  EACHOBlECTlONFllJDUNDFltTlHSSUBSECI’B3NSHAuBBS~~
BYANA’RQRNEYADMIT’EDTOPRACl’KZEBBFoRE TIiECoURTSOFTHISSTATBANDSHALLCoNSRI’UTE ACHkTlFlCATE
THATTHES~CIATTQRNEY HASREADTHEOBJECI%O N,TwTToTHEBBSTOFHISKNO~B,lNFORMAINFoRMATKN
ANI)BBuBp~IsQoODaaouNDToSuppoilT~’ANDTwTTHBOBlBcIloNUNoT~~poILDBuY.  UF’ON
THEFlLlNQOFANOBlBCllONAS  paovn>sDW~SuBs~N,THBAQ~~SHAu.N(ITDLpcLosBTHB~~
RB~~~D~~~~~~~~~BYTHBFRBBD~MoFM~~BMATK~N COMMlSSlON  PURSUANT TO SBcIloN  l-2&
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granting employee1  the right to object to the disclosure of their persOnnet  and medical files
and establishing standards and procedures for such objections. Therefore,  if the Union
believed that the disclosure of the IAD file constituted an invasion of a police ofk&s
perxmal  privacy, hey could have challenged that disclosure through the statutory mechanism
availabletothem. Thereisnorecordevidencethatbargainingunitmembersfileda
chal.hge  with the FOIC regard@ the disclosure of the IAD file. Based upon the record
and arguments thus far before us, we are not, at this time, persuaded that the City’s practice
of allowing compla&nts  access to the IAD violates their privacy rights under State law.
Therefore, we cannot now find such disclosure to cause irreparable  harm upon the individual
or the bargaining unit.

(e) The  Chief of Police has been directed to account to the
Boazd  in regard to the discipline which he does or does not
impose in the face of the findings  of the Board;

In the past, the Police Chief was not required to inform the Investigative  Review
Board of his decision to discipline an individual police officer nor did he have an obligation
to inform them of the reasons  why he did not accept their recommendation. Clearly, then
these requirements of CRB reflect a change. However, we do not find  that the Union has
succeeded in carrying its burden that it would probably succeed on the merits because there
is no dispute that tlhe Civilian Review Board’s power is advisory only and that the Chiefs
authority to discipline is not restricted in any way. Although the Union argues that the new
requirement, requiring the Chief to inform the Review Board of its reasons for accepting or
rejecting the recommendation, places pressure on him to adopt the CRB’s recommendation,
we believe that this  requirement, based upon the evidence before us, is a management
prerogative. Moreover, the contractual process for filing a grievance remains unchanged.
Once the Chief decides to take disciplinary action against an officer, that officer has the same
processes it had available to him in the past. Whether or not the Chief feels pressure to
follow the recommendations of the CRB, his actions must still be supportable under the
contract. We conclude that this change does not constitute significant harm to the Union
warranting an order of Interim Relief.

(ij The  Board intends to hire an investigator outside of the
bargaining unit represented by the Union to perform
investigative and other functions heretofore performed
exclusively by members of the bargaining unit;

ASAMBNDBDBYSEIXIN2OFTHJSACI’.  FAUJRETOCOMFLYWIl’HARBQUESTTOlNSF%CRlRCOPYRECORDSUNDBR
‘hiIS  S-N  SHALL CONSRIVTB A DENIAL F0R  THB  PURKISBS  OF SECI’IDN  l-211,  AS AMBNDBD.
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It is well settled that in the absence of an adequate defense,  an employer commits an
illegal refusal to bargain and thus a prohibited practice under the Act, when it uniMemU
contracts out or assigns  to non-ba&ning  unit peasOnne  work which has been @edy
exclusively by bargaining unit employees. Z%ainviuc  Bu&  of &ducatlon,  Decision No.
1192 (1974); CQ of&#@&, Decision No. 1849  (1980).

The Union alleges that an investigator has been hired to assist the CRB and that
historically bargaining tit members exclusively investigated complaints of alleged police
misconduct. However, the evidence reveals that no bargaining unit member has lost his or
her job or tiered any monetary loss as a result of the City’s plan to hire an investigator.
Thus, even assming that the Union might win on the merits of this argument, we are not
persuaded that the ‘Union has suffered irmpamble  harm since we believe that if a violation is
found, a customary cease and desist order requiring bargaining and restoring the status quo
leaves the Union with an adequate remedy. Therefore, we decline to order Interim Relief on
this camt. s

(g) ‘The City has ignored and abrogated the Collective
Bargaining Agreement by removing the Chief of Police the
exclusive authority for conducting investigations into complaints
as provided in Appendix A, Paragraph 2 of the Collective
Bargaining Agreement;

Based upon the arguments presented before us, we believe this subject to be a
management prerogative and, therefore, decline to issue an Interim Order.

(h) The unilateral implementation of the foregoing and refusal
to bargain with The Union has undermined the authority of The
Union as the exclusive bargaining agent of its members;

We interpret the wording of this allegation to represent  the Union’s claim that, in
total, the employer’s action in establishing and operating the CRB has served to impair the
status of the Union in the eyes of its members. We believe this “allegation” is actually an
element of the asserted irreparable harm which we address in our discussion of each
individual allegation. _.

To the extent that the Union might be alleging that the formation and operation of the
CRB is a deliberate attempt by the City to undermine the Union, we find no record evidence
to support such a claim and, therefore, do not find a likelihood of success on the merits.

(i) The Union is not permitted to speak for or effectively
repment its members at Civilian Review Board hearings;
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In IhmbuU  Bad of &hation,  Decision No. 1635 (1978),  we adopted the rule
established in h?LRB  v. W&g&en,  Inc., 420 U.S. 251, 88 LRRM  1689 (1975),  and its
companion case, ZGLWU  v. Qua&y hiunyfacturing  Co., 420 U.S. 276, 88 LRRM  2698
(1975). In W&gduten,  8uptu, the United States Supreme Court sustained the extension of
Section 7 pro&&on  to employees who request Union repnxentation  at employer-initiated
invesugatory  interviews which the employees reasonably fear might result in disciplinary
action.

Under the Weingmten  doctrine, whenever individual employees are called in for
investigatory interviews which they reasonably believe may culminate in discipline, those
individuals may lawfully insist upon the presence of Union representation before any
questioning may occur. The employer may refuse to permit the Union representation by
tithes  teminating  lhe  interview or by making continuation of the interview voluntary on the
part of the employee.

Thus, two <or&ions  must be met before this Board will find a violation of the Act by
way of denial of an employee’s right to representation at an investigatory interview. First,
the employee must have specifically requested Union representation, and second, he must
have a reasonable basis to believe disciplinary action could result from an employer-initiated
investigatory interview. Town of Watertown, Decision No. 1787 (1979); Ecrst  Hartford
Boud  of Education, Decision No. 1664 (1978); Trumbull  Bad  of Education, sups.

In the instant case, we believe that Weingtuten  rights apply. First, we view the
Civilian Review Board meeting as analogous to the investigatory interview which occurred  in
Weingtuten,  supm. It’s purpose is exactly the same; to investigate a complaint about
employee performance and to make a recommendation as to whether discipline will ensue.
Second, although tihe  Civilian Review Board has no power to render discipline itself, its
findings and recommendations may lead to discipline. In fact, the purpose of the Civilian
Review Board is “lo  review investigations of citkn  complaints against police conduct and to
make recommendations to the Chief of Police . ..“. Therefore, it would seem obvious that an
officer who has been charged with misconduct and who is compelled to attend said meeting,
has a reasonable belief that discipline may result from his attendance.

This brings us to question whether or not Union mpresentation  was requested by a
bargaining unit member and denied by the Civilian Review Board. The only evidence
offend  on this issue concerns one meeting where the Union’s attorney left the meeting after
being threatened with ejectment and where the Union’s President was ejected. Both the City ,.
and the Union offered different versions as to what to transpired and the reason for the
ejectment. Based upon this testimony, we are not persuaded that the Union has met its
burden of proof that it would succeed on the merits.

First, we do not believe the ejectment of the Union’s attorney to be a violation of an
employee’s Weingmten  rights. At the time the Union’s attorney attempted to speak, the
afficer  in question had not yet been called to respond and thus the Union did not appear to
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theCRBtobeseekingtoreprexnttheemployee.  Ontheevidencebeforeus,itappearsthat
it was not clear to lthe CRB that the employee was seeking Union xpreaentation. The CRB
appears to have pe2cched  that Ihe Union attorney was attempting to address the CRB out of
orderandthathisc$xtmentwasdonetopreseaveorder.

Turning to the ejeztment  of Mr. O’Brien, Union President, ultimately we are not
persuaded that a violation occurmd. It is not disputed that when Officer Rethis  was called
Mr. O’Brien stepped forward along with him. It is also clear that Rethis  himself did not
orally request of the CRB Union representation at this juncture. Nevertheless, when both
Relhis  and O’Brien stepped forward, it is not unreasonable to assume that Rethis  was making
a de facto request for Union representation. Weighing the testimony before us thus far,
which we find portrays this CRB hearing as heated and fast moving, we have doubts that the
CRB can be held to have before it a clear request for Union representation or that it was
clearly denying that  request. Rather, the evidence thus far leans toward a conclusion that in
the chaos of the moment, the CRB was struggling to maintain order and that was the basis
for the ejectment. We cannot, on the evidence presented, find a d&al  of Union
representation. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, it is not clear from the record
whether Officer Rethis’s  case went forward on the evening in question. Thus, it is not clear
that a bargaining unit member was actually denied Union representation. On this basis we
are not persuaded that the Union has met its burden that it would likely succeed on the
merits. However, we do emphasize our belief that W&g&en must apply at the Civilian
Review Board meetings and whenever a bargaining unit member is called to respond to
questions posed by the Civilian Review Board that member has the right to Union
representation.

(j)  Members of the Collective Bargaining Unit are deprived of a
fair hearing as a result of the bias of Board members and lack of
due process at Civilian Review Board hearings such as the right
to ot&ct  to improper evidence or proceedings,  the right to
cross-examine  witnesses, etc..

(k)  The  Civilian Review Board members ignore and disregard
menxbers’  rights under the Collective Bargaining Agreement.

We treat these two allegations together because they overlap. We emphasize here that
Whgatfen  does not require a fair hearing, but merely the right to be represented at an
investigatory interview. Further, the Civilian Review Board procedures do not disrupt any
established disciplinary pnxedures. There is no dispute that the disciplinary procedure under
the ctdlective  bargaining agreement remains intact. Under the collective bargaining
agreement an individual officer has the right to file a grievance, challenge the Police Chiefs
disciplinary action and to have an arbitrator decide whether or not the Chiefs action was
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warranted. At the arbitration hearing, the Union has the right to present evidence, cross-
examine witnesses and make argument. The Civilian Review Board does not affect  these
rights in any way. We conclude that the Union has Eled  to meet the burden of proof that
either it will likely succeed on the merits or that the Union has suffered irreparable  harm.

By virtue of and pursuant to the powers vested in the Connecticut State Board of
Labor Relations by the Municipal Employee Relations Act, it is hereby,

ORDERED, that the request for Interim Relief filed  herein be and the same hereby is
denied.

CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR RELATIONS

Antonia  c. Moran,
Board Member

. .
s/John C. Bnttam

John C. Brittain,
Board Member
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I find a valid basis for granting limited interim relief with respect to the allegation
involving the requirement that officers attend the civilian review board hearings, and with
respect to the conduct of the CRB investigation in a. While I am particularly concerned
about the public dklosure  of data from  the IAD files, I agree that a preliminary  analysis of
the cited caselaw  indicates the Union is unlikely to succeed on the merits of that claim. I
agree with the majority to the extent it denies, on the facts before us, a request for interim
relief on the other *allegations  including the alleged violation of the right to Union
representation at an investigatory interview.
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TO:

Howard J. Stanback
City Manager
City of Word
550 Main Street, X!&m  200
Hartford, CT 06103

Gordon R. Distin
Personnel Administrator
City of Hartford
Municipal Bldg., 550 Main Street
Hartford, CT 06108

Evans Jacobs,  Esq,
Assistant Corporate Counsel
City of Hartford
Municipal Building, 550 Main Street
Hartford, CT 06103

Dennis O’Brien
Hartford Police Won
565 Franklin Avenue
Hartford, CT 06114

Stephen F. McEleney,  Esq.
363 Main Street
Hartford, CT 06106
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